Drake Nut/Bolt Caps

- Designed to protect hex nuts and stud bolt ends from rust and corrosion, thus allowing easy unbolting.
- Keeps out moisture, chemicals, salt spray, and paint buildup.
- Eliminates need of a torch for nut removal.
- Molded from UV, chemical, and weather resistant polyethylene plastic.
- Standard color is black.
- Simple and easy to install.
- Nearly impossible to knock off.
- Economical and reusable.
- Stock sizes fit heavy hex nuts from 1/2” - 3”.
- Maximum temperature of 212°F, 170°F constant.
- Custom sizes and materials available.
- For added protection, fill caps with our corrosion inhibitor grease, to displace air and moisture.
- Include Drake Specialties’ Flange Band Protectors for a complete flange protection system.